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Abstract
Objectives: Psychomotor performance is a vital factor which decisively affects the athletic performance. The purpose of the research
was to investigate the acute effects of low intensity aerobic exercise on psychomotor performance of athletes with nocturnal sleep
deprivation.
Methods: Sixteen professional female volleyball players with mean age of 22.3 ± 2.6 years old were studied twice in a balanced,
randomized design. The participants were asked to fill the Pittsburgh sleep quality index (PSQI) prior to the beginning of the study
and their nocturnal activity was recorded at 1-minute intervals and scored with the Actiwatch sleep analysis. The study used the
Vienna Test System to measure cognitive functions. The exercise protocol consisted one-session light aerobic exercises based on
Rockport one-mile walking/running test controlled by Polar Electro.
Results: The results suggested that all psychomotor tests were significantly impaired by nocturnal sleep deprivation (P ≤ .05).
Moreover, it was shown that the experimental group didn’t have any deteriorating change in the mentioned tests after light aerobic
exercises (P ≥ .05).
Conclusions: Although nocturnal Sleep deprivation could result in psychomotor malperformance in professional athletes, the
light aerobic exercise would alleviate the deleterious effect of sleep deprivation in decisive task among athletes.
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1. Background
Achieving optimal athletic performance during sport
events is of utmost importance among coaches, so knowing about the important factors which positively affect athletic performances is a topic of great interest among researchers. A growing literature supports the detrimental consequences of sleep deprivation and the sleep debt
on human cognitive, motor functioning and psychomotor
performance such as reaction time and memory tasks (13). On the other hand, the deleterious effect of acute sleep
deprivation on athletic performance especially endurance
tasks has been well documented due to decreased motivation (4, 5). Some studies have shown that sleep deprivation
ranging from 30 to 64 hours influences simple and choice
reaction time significantly (6) Indeed, the crucial decision
regarding to adverse effects of the nocturnal sleep deprivation on psychomotor performance has not been reported
(7).
While more research has investigated the influence of

exercise on quality of sleep, few studies can be found relating to the practical relevance and mediating role of exercise for adverse consequences caused by sleep deprivation and if so, they have yielded discordant findings. In
one sample, It was shown that exercise had no effect on
subsequent sleep (8). As noted, available research demonstrates that sleep deprivation diminishes athlete’s ability
to perform a variety of psychomotor tasks required in
sport events. Of the mentioned measures of psychomotor factors which mostly influenced by sleep deprivation,
reaction time both simple (9) and choice (10), vigilance
and sustained attention (11), visual pursuit and determination tasks are most frequently reported. Since, psychomotor performance is a vital factor which decisively affects the athletic performance, therefore We hypothesized
that nocturnal sleep deprivation would affect psychomotor tasks and We further hypothesized a light exercise protocol would play a mediator role in attenuating adverse effect of sleep deprivation for psychomotor performance of
Athletes.
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2. Methods
2.1. Participants
Participants included 16 professional female volleyball
players aged 21 - 25 years old (22.3 ± 2.6 years old) who were
randomly assigned to either sleep deprivation condition
(n = 8) or sleep deprivation condition followed by acute
aerobic exercises on the next day (n = 8). Exclusion criteria were any medication or medical history that would affect the cognitive performance of subjects. They were instructed to refrain from any stimulants such as consuming caffeinated drinks as well as taking nap and doing exercise after baseline tests. Written informed consent was
obtained from all subjects after being informed of the purpose of the study. The study protocols and procedures was
approved by the ethics committee of Imam Khomeini international university. The research was performed in accordance with the ethical standards of the Helsinki declaration (1964).
2.2. Study Design
As seen in Table 1, participants in two groups consumed
isocaloric breakfast at 7:00 a.m. Then, pretest was conducted at 9:00 a.m. Following the test, participants again
consumed isocaloric lunch (12:00 a.m.) and dinner (7:00
p.m.), with daily activities (13:00 - 17:00 a.m.) they had
awakening period (20:00 - 7:00) which consisted of activities such as reading newspaper, watching TV, Playing
Music and playing table Tennis. After having breakfast
at 7:00 a.m., experiment group had a light aerobic exercise while the control group no longer had it. Posttest
of psychomotor performance including movement detection time (MDT); visual pursuit test (VPT); determination
test (DT) and cognitrone test (COG) were performed at 9:00
a.m.
2.3. Psychomotor Function
The study used the Vienna Test System which was a
computerized psychological assessment tool (Schuhfried
GmbH, Austria). COG in Vienna system was used to measure attention and concentration as psychometric performance. Respondents compared a geometric figure with
other geometric figures. They then stated whether the
comparison figure was identical to one of the other four
geometric figures. In the test, respondents pressed different keys to indicate whether the figure is identical with
another one or not. In DT test, the color stimuli were
presented via the monitor. Pressing the appropriate buttons on the universal panel entered the reaction. VPT Test
served for the measurement of the visual orientation performance for simple structures in a complex environment
2

and was characterized by a high reliability and numerous
criterion-related proofs of validity. MDT test assessed selective attention, decision speed and motor reaction speed in
response to a succession of rapidly presented visual movement stimuli (Ong, 2015).
2.4. Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index
The socio-demographic information and their sleepwake schedules using the Pittsburgh sleep quality index
(PSQI) (developed by Buysse, Reynolds, Monk, Berman, and
Kupfer, 1989) (12) (for a 3-day period) were collected before
the experiment. This instrument is a subjective measure
of sleep that measures 7 domains in 19 items: subjective
sleep quality, sleep latency, sleeps duration, habitual sleep
efficiency, sleep disturbances, use of sleeping medications,
and daytime dysfunction over the last month. Scoring of
the answers is based on a 0 to 3 likert scale, whereby 3 reflect the negative extreme on the Likert Scale. This instrument has a score range from 0 to 21 (13). A global sum of
“5”or greater indicates a “poor” sleeper.
2.5. Nocturnal Activity Data
Nocturnal activity data (movement intensity and duration) of both groups were recorded at 1-minute intervals
and scored with the Actiwatch sleep analysis 7 software
which was worn on the non-dominant wrist for at least 7
days under the constant observation of two investigators
at the sports camp. In this phase, participants completed a
sleep diary each morning that contained standard sleep indices of bedtime, rise time, sleep-onset latency, number of
awakenings, wake time after sleep onset, and a sleep quality rating. Time in bed, total sleep time, and sleep efficiency
were derived from this information. Sleep efficiency was
calculated using this formula: total amount of time spent
sleeping/total amount of time spent in bed × 100. The Actiwatch has been validated against polysomnography in
sleep studies (14, 15).
2.6. Exercise Protocol
The exercise protocol consisted one-session light aerobic exercises (in test day) based on Rockport one-mile
walking/running test. Participants in training group conducted their exercise protocol before the posttest (40% 50% MaxHR), while the control group didn’t. Moreover, the
exercise intensity was evaluated and controlled by Polar
Electro, Kempele, Finland. The exercise program consisted
of warm-up (10 minutes with 20% - 30% MaxHR), 30 minutes of low aerobic exercises and cool-down in 10 minutes,
respectively (16).
Int J Sport Stud Hlth. 2018; 1(1):e66783.
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Table 1. The Study Design

Time
Program
Group

07:00

09:00

12:00

14:00 19:00

19:00 20:00

20:00 - 07:00

07:00

08:00

09:00

Isocaloric
Breakfast

Pretest

Isocaloric
lunch

Habitual
Activities

Isocaloric
Dinner

Awakening Period

Isocaloric
Breakfast

Exercise

Post Test

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Experimental
(SD + E)
Control SD

√

√

√

√

√

Reading
newspaper-Watching
TV-Playing Musicplaying table Tennis

√

√

Abbreviations: E, exercise; SD, sleep deprivation.

2.7. Design Analysis
Normality distribution of variables was tested using
Kolmogorov Smirnov test. Paired student’s t-test with a 95%
confidence interval (P < 0.05) was performed for comparing the psychomotor tests including MDT; VPT; DT and COG
before and after intervention. The data were analyzed using the statistical functions of SPSS 21.

3. Results
The results suggested that there were no significant
differences in baseline tests of psychomotor performance
(P ≥ .05). It was suggested that Sleep Efficiency Score measured by Actiwatch Sleep Analysis in both groups within
the week prior to the test was not significantly different for
experimental and control groups respectively (76.5% ± 4.8
vs 75.8% ± 4.3) (P ≥ .05).
As it can be seen in Table 2, all psychomotor tests
(MDT; VPT, DT and COG) and their subtests were significantly impaired (P ≤ 0.05) while the experimental group
no longer had deteriorating change in the mentioned tests
(P ≥ 0.05). We found that reaction time and response accuracy to the test stimuli was slowest when the subjects experienced sleep deprivation. In the same vein, cognitive,
motor reaction time and speed processing were also degraded significantly as a function of time awake. Meanwhile sleep deprived condition followed by light aerobic
exercise amends the devastating outcome of sleep deprivation.

4. Discussion
This study was designed in such a way that any difference in psychomotor performance of both groups could
Int J Sport Stud Hlth. 2018; 1(1):e66783.

be attributed to the exercise protocol. The present research has two major findings. Firstly, nocturnal sleep deprivation exert adverse influence on some influential psychomotor performance like as attention, concentration,
speed processing and decisive tasks which all considered
as vital determinants for successful performance in athletic events especially those which tremendously required
to decisive tasks like volleyball. Our finding that there was
an adverse effect of nocturnal sleep deprivation on psychomotor performance is in agreement with Taheri et al.
who demonstrated that sleep deprivation has an adverse
effect on psychomotor performance (10). Nevertheless, divergent results have been reported on the effect of one
night of sleep loss on performance of psychomotor performance such as reaction time and attention (17). One reason for getting conflicting findings may be the duration of
sleep deprivation; different assessments (i.e., either subjective or objective tools); variable exercise protocols and different age groups of subjects.
There is a great deal of scientific facts that the prefrontal cortex is extremely sensitive to sleep loss. Neuroimaging studies have confirmed that metabolism in
the pre-frontal cortex is decreased with sleep deprivation
which support the notion that tasks of executive function,
should be highly sensitive to sleep loss (8).
Additionally, our finding provides some insight into
the constructive effect of a light exercise protocol on hostile effect of sleep deprivation on psychomotor tasks that
is consistent with Bugge study (18). Based on The InvertedU model, it seems there is a clear evidence of the “U” invert
relationship between cognitive performance such as reaction time and performance (19). in other words, while the
athletes experience the sleep deprivation,the more light
exercise they perform , the stronger the psychomotor permanence they have.
In summary, our results demonstrate that nocturnal
3
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Table 2. Results of Psychomotor Test (Paired-T-Test)

Group
Tests

ESD + Excercise

t

Pre Test

Post Test

Median Cognitive RT, Msec

546.37 ± 23.8

525.12 ± 23.8

1.6

Median Motor Time, Msec

257.25 ± 8.1

258.75 ± 7.2

1.14 ± 0.1

Accuracy Rate, %

P Value

CSD

t

P Value

Pre Test

Post Test

0.14

548.5 ± 26.1

576.25 ± 12.0

-5.08

0.001a

-1.14

0.29

248.87 ± 12.2

264.75 ± 15.5

-2.7

0.01b

1.16 ± 0.16

-0.99

0.35

1.20 ± 0.2

1.56 ± 0.3

-4.22

0.004b

93.25 ± 3.9

93.15 ± 4.12

2.9

0.21

91.99 ± 3.8

87.19 ± 3.9

9.46

0.001a

RT, s

0.88 ± 0.03

0.89 ± 0.03

-0.57

0.58

0.90 ± 0.04

1.04 ± 0.16

-2.74

0.02b

Accuracy rate, %

89.46 ± 4.9

89.31 ± 3.8

0.22

0.83

90.62 ± 5.9

85.45 ± 4.9

7.01

0.001a

Number of correct responses

21.83 ± 1.1

21.73 ± 1.1

0.74

0.48

21.80 ± 0.9

19.81 ± 0.44

6.67

0.001a

Number of correct rejection

32.21 ± 2.0

32.24 ± 1.3

0.19

0.85

32.69 ± 1.9

30.34 ± 1.14

4.54

0.003b

Mean time for correct responses

1.87 ± 0.07

1.79 ± 0.07

-1.80

0.12

1.81 ± 0.08

1.87 ± 0.06

-7.39

0.001a

Mean time for correct rejections

1.88 ± 0.05

1.89 ± 0.07

-0.81

0.44

1.87 ± 0.06

1.94 ± 0.09

-6.90

0.001a

MDT

VPT
RT, s

DT

COG
Processing speed

Selective attention

Abbreviations: COG, cognitrone Test; CSD, control sleep deprivation; DT, determination test; ESD, experimental sleep deprivation; MDT, movement detection time; RT,
reaction time; VPT, visual pursuit test.
a
P < 0.001.
b
P < 0.05.

sleep deprivation results in lower psychomotor performance and doing light aerobic exercise would attenuate
deleterious effect. As a result, light aerobic exercise appears as a noninvasive and effective strategy to counteract psychomotor impairment caused by sleep deprivation.
These results raise the possibility that doing the mentioned exercise may be one component of increasing psychomotor performance in professional athletes.
More research involving a more controlled environment is needed to determine if more different exercise
protocols affect psychomotor performance. Further, studies with larger sample size and longitudinal designs and
more frequent subjective and objective assessments must
be conducted to generalize the obtained results to other
groups.
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